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❖John Locke is a British empiricist thinker.

❖He advocates that all of our knowledge comes from

experience.

❖ Despite of being empiricist, Locke believes in mind,

matter and God as substances.

❖Matter and body are material substance, knowledge of

which is gained in the form of sensitive knowledge, while

God and soul is spiritual substance , that are gained by

intuitive and demonstrative knowledge respectively.



According to Locke, complex ideas are of 3 types-
1. Modes

2. Substances

3. Relations

In Locke’s view Substances are understood to be the existing things in which modes

lie.

According to Locke, we are compelled to assume the existence of the matter as the

unknown substratumof primary qualities, which we gain by means of simple ideas.

Simple Ideas- simple ideas are the elements of thoughts we

passively receive through sensation and reflection. e.g , taste, smell

colour etc.

Complex Ideas – complex ideas are formed by the mind by

comparing, combining and abstracting from simple ideas.



❖According to Locke, Substance is not any simple idea but is

implied by it. It is the idea of a support underlying a number of

simple qualities experienced together . for example- greenness,

weight ,a certain size, smell ,taste etc. to make an apple. These

qualities can’t exit by themselves. There must be something in

which the qualities inhere, that thing is substance. So, in his views

substance is supposed support of these qualities.

❖According to Locke, a substances not given in sensation or

reflection. It is not experienced by us hence it is unknown support

of qualities. Locke tells that substance is something I know- not

what.



Qualities 

Substance is the support of qualities. Locke belies that there are 2 kinds of

qualities-

1. Primary Qualities

2. Secondary Qualities

Primary Qualities- Primary qualities are inseparable from the matter. They are

constantly found in the matter. There are six primary qualities:

1. Solidity

2. Extension

3. Figure

4. Motion

5. Rest

6. Number

Secondary Qualities- Secondary qualities are nothing in the object themselves

but powers to producevarious sensation in us. E.g : Colour, Taste, Sound etc.

According to Locke, primary qualities are objective while secondary

qualities are subjective.



Locke accepts Mind and God as substance with Matter.

Mind – According to Locke we get the knowledge of mind

through reflection. The primary qualities of Mind are thinking,

the ability to initiate movement and willing.

With the qualities of perceiving, thinking, memory, willing we

assume Mind as unknown substratum. We get the knowledge of

Mind through intuitive knowledge.

God- According to Locke, God is knowable and he is purely

immaterial. We get the knowledge of God through demonstrative

knowledge.



According to Locke there are three factors involved in perception –

1. The knower

2. The ideas (which convey primary and secondary qualities) , and

3. The object of knowledge

➢ Locke while accepting that we only receive ideas regarding

substance , but never directly perceive substance itself in his

itself.

➢ In his representative theory of knowledge , he propounds that

substance does exist as a ground of primary qualities. This theory

, however leads to skepticism.

➢ Though Locke was not skeptic because when an object is not

directly perceived , its existence can not be proved.
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